Getting Started

Activating and Using your Stiletto 2 Portable Satellite Radio
Welcome to SIRIUS!

Thanks for giving your Stiletto 2 a good home. You’re probably anxious to get started. This guide will help you:

1. Activate your radio
2. Start listening
3. Learn more about your Stiletto 2

For more info, see the User Guide or call SIRIUS at 888.539.7474.
Take your radio out of the box.
You should have these.

- a. radio
- b. battery
- c. vehicle kit
- d. AC power adapter
- e. ear buds
- f. PC cable
- g. User Guide
- h. software CD
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Activate your radio.
Start receiving SIRIUS Radio.

A. Install the battery.
Slide the rear cover off and install the battery. The radio should power itself on.
If the radio does not power on, connect the charger and slide the POWER / LOCK switch down momentarily.

B. Subscribe to SIRIUS.
To activate your radio you will follow the on-screen instructions.
Before you start you will need:

- The included vehicle dock or the accessory home dock
- Cordless phone to call 1-888-539-SIRIUS (7474) or access to siriuscanada.ca
- Major credit card

To activate your radio you need to be continuously receiving SIRIUS satellite signal, this means finding a clear, unobstructed view of the sky. To view and confirm signal strength, press HOME, then select SETTINGS > DEVICE > ANTENNA AIMING.

USING VEHICLE DOCK
Install the vehicle dock according to the provided instructions, make sure it has power. The external antenna must be connected and have a clear view of the sky.

To restart activation, press HOME, then select SATELLITE RADIO.
Start listening.
Let’s see what the Stiletto 2 can do.

The Main Menu.
Where the SIRIUS experience begins.

Press the HOME key to go to the MAIN MENU, which lists all the things you can do with your Stiletto 2.

Turn the MEDIA DIAL to move the highlight, then press the center SELECT key to make a selection.

The MEDIA DIAL “rocks” in 4 directions – press on one of the edges to ● PLAY / PAUSE, ◀ REWIND or ▶ FAST-FORWARD or ❤ LOVE a song in satellite radio.

Listening to SIRIUS.
Indoors, outdoors – wherever you go!

From the MAIN MENU, there are four ways to listen:

Satellite Radio lets you listen to live SIRIUS broadcasts from our satellites. This is usually how you will want to listen when outdoors or when Stiletto 2 is docked in a vehicle or home kit. You can also record and pause live radio while listening to satellite radio.

Internet Radio lets you listen live to many SIRIUS channels wherever you have access to a Wi-Fi network. Access to SIRIUS standard Internet radio service is included with your subscription. A premium high-bandwidth service is also available for an additional monthly charge. Choose from the list of available networks and enter the password, if required.

The Library is where you’ll find all your loved songs, recorded shows, and songs or playlists transferred from your PC. Shuffle All provides instant music, or search by Artist, Album or Genre! Use the Options menu to remove songs you don’t need.

Radio Replays are “virtual” radio channels saved for you automatically. They insure that you always have music from your favourite stations to listen to, even when you can’t find a live satellite or Wi-Fi signal. Leave your Stiletto 2 on in a Home Dock with a live satellite signal overnight and you’ll have hours of music to listen to the next time you don’t have access to a live signal.
The NOW PLAYING screen tells you about the song or show you’re listening to.

Press DISPLAY to change the text size in NOW PLAYING or lists. Press OPTIONS to set station pre-sets or delete tracks, depending on mode.

❤ Love and Recording. Save it and listen later.

If you hear a song or show that’s currently playing live on satellite radio, you can save it in your Library to listen to anytime:

» Press ❤ LOVE once at any point while the song is playing to record the entire song. You can save up to 10 hours of individual songs before the oldest ones are automatically deleted.

» Press-and-hold ❤ LOVE for one second to record a channel for any duration up to 6 hours. This is useful for recording an entire show or sports broadcast.

To schedule recording for later, press HOME, then select RECORDING > SET UP NEW RECORDING. Then leave your Stiletto 2 in a Home Dock with a live satellite signal.

If you press ❤ LOVE on a song that’s not playing on live satellite radio, the song is added to your Wish List. Press HOME, then select LIBRARY > WISH LIST to view these songs.
On / Off, Sleep, and Lock. A few details you should know.

To put your Stiletto 2 to sleep, briefly slide and release the POWER / LOCK switch. Your Stiletto 2 can remain asleep for several days and still be ready to use when you want it. To turn your Stiletto 2 completely off, hold the switch down for 5 seconds. To lock your Stiletto 2, slide the switch to the up position.

Download Music. Build your personal library.

The Software CD includes My SIRIUS Studio. Use it to create playlists and transfer songs from a PC to your Stiletto 2 using the included USB cable.

Expansion Storage. More room for songs from your PC.

For additional storage, install a microSD card into your Stiletto 2. First, power off your radio, then remove the battery and follow the directions on the inside label.

Accessorize. Make the most of your Stiletto 2.

A Home Kit and other accessories are available for your Stiletto 2. Check with your local satellite retailer for details on how to enhance your experience.

Go Further. To learn more about...

SIRIUS Channels See the enclosed channel lineup card.
Settings (for clock, audio, etc.) See User Guide page 70.
My SIRIUS Studio See User Guide page 78.
Accessing Wi-Fi Networks See User Guide page 44.